Investigation of ionospheric anomalies during equatorial and low latitude is of major concern for modeling and global navigation satellite system (GNSS) applications. Total electron content (TEC) varies with the ionospheric conditions, which will lead to the errors in the global positioning system (GPS) measurements. It is therefore a method that is necessary to characterize the ionospheric anomalies for satellite-based navigation systems. In this study, characterization of ionospheric variations based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) and classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) methods was studied. The yearly and daily variations are decomposed from the GPS-TEC, international reference ionosphere (IRI) 2007 and IRI 2012 models TEC over the three low-latitude GNSS stations located at Koneru Lakshmaiah University (KLU-Guntur), Hyderabad and Bangalore, respectively. From the results, it is found that there is a strong correlation between GPS-TEC and IRI models. The correlation coefficient for the first three singular values is more than 0.86. From this, it is possible to reconstruct more than 85 % of the variability contained in global GPSderived VTEC data (for year 2013) by using only the first three modes. The semiannual variation has maximum value during March-April and September-October and has minimum value during June-July. It is observed that the annual variations have maximum value in summer and minimum value in winter, and the amplitudes decrease with increasing latitude. Further, opposite latitudinal asymmetry among annual and semiannual variations for three GNSS stations is noticed. SVD and MDS methods clearly show time-varying characteristics and the absence of the winter anomaly at low-latitude GNSS stations.
Introduction
Ionosphere is that part of upper atmosphere, extending from a height of 50 to 2000 km above the earth's surface. It is a region containing ionized gases affecting global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals, leading to a change in total electron content (TEC) (Hunsucker and Hargreaves 2002) . Further, GNSS signals will also be affected by geomagnetic, solar and other disturbances caused by propagation characteristics such as phase scintillations and amplitude fading (Yeh and Liu 1982; Aarons 1982) . Because of this, there will be a reduction in the position navigation and the timing (PTN) parameter accuracies. There are many techniques used for the estimation of TEC variations using GNSS satellites (Komjathy 1997; Schaer 1999) , among which grid-based ionospheric modeling is used for the study of ionospheric modeling over the Indian region (Skone 1998; Sarma, et al. 2009; Ratnam and Sarma 2012) .
Precise ionospheric modeling provides better extraction of ionospheric data, from which the effects on satellite signals will improve the positional accuracy of GNSS receivers (Luo 2001; Cherniak et al. 2014) . This leads to a significant approach to satellite-based navigation systems as well as space weather research. In current scenario, the study of ionosphere variability is more important for determining the future time epochs, and it is time-varying characteristics (Kazimirovsky et al. 2003; Laštovicka 2006) . The time-varying nature of the ionosphere will have different characteristics for different latitudes (Misra and Enge 2006; Muella et al. 2011) . Therefore, a better precise model is required to explain ionospheric characteristics at low-latitude GNSS stations. In this study, an attempt is made to describe ionospheric variability, accounting for daily, yearly, seasonal and solar variations of equatorial ionospheric anomaly (EIA) in global positioning system (GPS)-TEC based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) methods over low-latitude GNSS stations ranging from 12.97°N to 17.41°N (Bangalore, KLU-Guntur and Hyderabad) during 24th solar cycle for the year 2013.
In addition, we observe the equinoctial irregularity in EIA crest with respect to annual, semiannual and equinox. This analysis at these GPS-TEC stations is useful for better understanding of the behavior of EIA effect over the low-latitude regions. Using MDS, hour-to-hour variability of individual cases was studied.
Data and location
Ionospheric characteristics for the year 2013 are considered for the three low-latitude GNSS stations in India, located at KLU-Guntur (16.44°N, 80.62°E), Hyderabad (17.41°N, 78.52°E) and Bangalore (12.97°N, 77.59°E), respectively.
In this study, we have considered vertical TEC (VTEC) by converting slant TEC (STEC) using a mapping function (Langley et al. 2002) , for which a single-layer ionospheric model is applied (Klobuchar 1996) . KLU-Guntur GNSS station (GPS station, Novatel) recorded the STEC measurements for every one minute. IGS stations (Hyderabad and Bangalore) recorded the observations for every 30 s (http://sopac.ucsd.edu/). RINEX data are converted to STEC measurements using GPS-TEC software (Gopi 2010) . In this model, the ionosphere is represented as thin shell at a given altitude H ion (350 km). The point of intersection between the signal and the ionospheric shell is referred to as ionospheric pierce point (IPP) (Seeber 2003) . The angle between the signal path and a line drawn from the center of the earth to the IPP is referred to as zenith angle α. IPP latitude and longitudes are formulated based on the azimuth and elevation angles for a particular GPS satellite, height of the imaginary ionospheric shell H ion and GPS receiver position. GPS-TEC observations are considered as diverse line of sight from receiver to satellite referred as STECs and are obtained from receiver itself.
The relation between the VTEC, STEC and the elevation-dependent mapping function at IPP is given as (Seeber 2003) (1) (Sarma, et al. 2009 ). The hourly electric field (Ey) data were taken from (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.html) in order to figure out the variations of the ionosphere enhancements caused by electric field variations.
SVD decomposition
GPS-TEC time series of X matrix is organized into hourly values 24 × 365 array, where hourly TEC data contain mean values of 24 per day. The rows of X matrix are analogous to local time in hours (h)-LT (h = 0, 1, …, 23), and columns are analogous to days of the year (d) (d = 1, 2, …, 365). The SVD is one of the methods to decompose the given input matrix into a product of U, S and V variables. The U matrix represents the daily variation, and the V matrix represents the seasonal, yearly and solar variations. These variables represent the known patterns, when the input matrix is related to a set of continuous variables (Preisendorfer and Mobley 1988) . SVD is accomplished by formulating the entire vertical TEC time-series data set into m × n matrix of X (Parker 2004) . where σ is a singular value of X, and its square is an eigenvalue of XX T and ordered
The rank of a matrix X ∈ R m×n can be written as
are the orthogonal matrixes, and S is diagonal matrix.
In the above, r turns out to be the rank of X and equivalent to the number of nonzero singular values.
Classical multidimensional scaling method
Classical MDS method compares the dissimilarities for the given input matrix with I series and N-dimensional coordinate matrix (Borg and Groenen 2005) . The number of GPS-TEC observations in each series of a given matrix is L. GPS-TEC time series of X is organized by N < I, N ≤ L, and the hourly TEC data series contains mean values of 24 per day. Considering, rows as twenty-four observations a day (h = 0, 1,…, 23) and column as monthly median contains 12 months, so that the number of input series I is equal to 24 and the sampling number L equal to 12. Classical MDS can be performed by the following steps: First we standardize all the data series and then obtain the dissimilarity matrix by calculating the connectivity of the data series. Finally, we consider the dissimilarity matrix as the input to the classical MDS and compute the coordinate matrix, from which the coordinate matrix is computed and visualized the connectivity by selecting the number of dimensions. The standardization is given as (Shi et al. 2015) .
X i is the average, and σ i is the standard deviation.
GPS-TEC variables in the data set are centered with respect to the means 0 and standard deviations 1 of different ranges. Based on these GPS-TEC data, the connectivity is calculated among the two standardized time series x i and x j based on Euclidean distance where x ik is kth sample of x i .
The standardized series of GPS-TEC monthly median is considered for the understanding of the ionospheric variability, by considering the connectivity between two series and their correlation with respect to local time.
Multivariate statistical analysis is considered for the dissimilarity δ to describe the relationship between the two series. Accordingly, the lower the dissimilarity is, the higher the connectivity is and vice versa. So this distance can also be used to depicting the dissimilarity among two series, i.e., χ i,j = d ij , can be organized by a matrix as (10)
Further, the series can be represented by a single-point multidimensional connectivity map and the dissimilarity matrix δ, which is equal to the distance between any pair of points. This exactly represents the MDS method, specified by δ to determine the N vectors y i , . . . , y N ∈ ℜ N (Shi et al. 2015) .
y i − y j is the Euclidean distance. Consider 2 or 3 dimension to represent the vectors y i to achieve the visualization of the similarities between the pair of I units. Here, y i − y j are not unique, and they may randomly be translated, rotated or reflected with the Euclidean distance. However, these transformations will not affect the pairwise distances of y i − y j . MDS is formulated as an optimization problem to determine the vectors y i , where y i ,…,y N are initiated as a minimized cost function.
Optimization can be achieved by the Euclidean distance, and the minimized cost function can be analyzed in terms of matrix eigenvalue decomposition such as the principle component analysis.
The decomposition of GPS-TEC series can be ordered as a linear combination of separable modes and the vectors y i (Chatfield and Collins 1980) given as:
where W l represents the variable weight, g kl represents the mode coefficients and f il represents mode component score, with the orthonormality limit.
where g kl g km is the ensemble averaging, and the weights are sorted out in descending order W 1 ≥ W 2 , . . . , W N , ≥ 0, and higher weights correspond to mode observations that represent the features shared by many observables.
Proportion of variance accounted by lth mode is given as According to Chatfield and Collins (1980) , the coordinate units along the lth axis of the connectivity map are represented by W l f il
In this study, the first two component modes are used to describe the connectivity. The familiar characteristic shared by units lying along the lth axis is represented by the series of g kl and associated with these varying axes; these series are verified to depict the significance of the axes.
Results and discussions
GPS-TEC and international reference ionosphere (IRI) model data for the year 2013 are considered to study the ionospheric variability for three geographic locations. The results represent ionospheric variability based on SVD, MDS and IRI models over the low-latitude regions. There are many reports revealing that GPS-TEC model and IRI model data are highly variable at low latitudes and equatorial regions (Adeniyi et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2004; Muella et al. 2011) . As shown in " Fig. 1 , " the ionospheric variability based on the SVD method is decomposed into hour of the day (HOD) U and day of the year variations (DOY) V. In " Fig. 1 , " first singular value U 1 represents the daily signal for all the three GNSS stations, and it is observed that U 1 of KLU (Guntur) and Hyderabad GNSS stations are exactly correlated with IRI models, whereas U 1 of Bangalore shows some difference in similarities with that of IRI models.
It is observed that there are minor variations in second and third singular values of U 2 and U 3 , which may be attributed to the larger disturbances in plasma structure of the ionosphere due to magnetic storms produced by electric field and neutral winds (Tanaka 1986; Greenspan et al. 1991) . Further, ionospheric sunrise enhancements in second singular value of U 2 of IRI models are observed. " Figure 1 " reveals that there is an increase, starting about 3.00 LT and reaching a maximum at 5.00 LT, thereby reaching a minimum at around 13.00 LT and then start increasing from 13.00 LT onward and attaining a maximum at around 17.00 LT. It can be noticed that KLU (Guntur) and Hyderabad regions of U 2 show some minor deviations in similarities with that of IRI models. These phenomena describe the ionospheric sunrise enhancement and sunset enhancement, respectively (Schunk and Nagy 2009; Liu et al. 2004 ). In KLU-Guntur, Hyderabad and Bangalore, the enhancements of the electric field variations, showing a variability of electric fields and ionospheric densities in second and third singular values of U 2 and U 3 , are observed as shown in " Fig. 2 . " The second singular value of U 2 of KLU (Guntur), showing a depletion around 3.00 LT and an enhancement at 13.00 LT, is noticed. The same phenomena are also observed in U 3 of Hyderabad and Bangalore. These sunrise enhancements correlate with that of pre-reversal enhancements (PRE)
as observed in vertical drifts, which is a regular phenomena observed by ground-and space-based instrument near sunset hours in the equatorial ionosphere (Kelley et al. 2014) . Further, the vertical drifts are accompanied by eastward drifts (Aggson et al. 1995) . The electron density of the ionosphere can be affected by the solar activity, which in turn impacts the TEC variability of day-to-day, seasonal and yearly variations. These observations are shown in " Fig. 1 , " as V 1 , V 2 and V 3 , respectively, for three GNSS stations. The solar radio flux F10.7 is a sign for solar activity and correlates well with the sunspot number (Tapping 1987) . First, singular value of V 1 replicates the solar effect on ionospheric TEC observations, which reflects on their yearly variations and is clearly illustrated in " Fig. 3 . " Solar activity F10.7 in solar cycle 24 in 2013 has a marked correlation with that of GPS-TEC. We observed the KLU-Guntur and Hyderabad stations have shown less correlation during autumn and spring months with F10.7 and immense correlation with Bangalore station. These dissimilarities among GPS-TEC and IRI model TEC are found to be solar and latitudinal dependent. The second and third singular values of V 2 and V 3 show short-term periods such as seasonal and semiannual variations. The semiannual variation during EIA crest in TEC is changing due to magnetic field geometry and solar zenith angle. In general, ionospheric electron density is balanced by means of solar photoionization and recombination process, whereas the localized enhancements and depletions are affected by electromagnetic forcing ). " Figure 1 " of second singular value V 2 shows the maxima during the equinox months and their minima during the summer and winter. We can observe that the semiannual variation is seen with two maxima occurring in both spring and autumn equinox for Hyderabad and Bangalore stations. During these months, photoelectrons at the equator are enhanced due to the subsolar points, and this enhancement is due to the eastward electrojetassociated electric field (Wu et al. , 2008 . But KLUGuntur shows some dissimilarity with IRI model data during summer and winter. During these months (winter and summer), photoelectrons at the equator diminish due to the subsolar points away from the equator and moves to the higher latitudes. Similar types of seasonal and annual variations in EIA crest have been studied in Taiwan and Brazil (Huang and Cheng 1996; Muella et al. 2011) . During the winter solstice period, we observed the maxima in December, which is slightly higher than September. This can be attributed to winter anomaly. But in January 2013, winter solstice is remained subdued. Recent studies using GIM TEC model values have the same immense detections (Dashora and Suresh 2015; Raghunath and Ratnam 2015) . The correlation between GPS-TEC and IRI model data for the first three singular Table 1 . Further, it is observed that there is no specific recognizable pattern from fourth singular values onwards.
The hour-to-hour ionospheric variability was analyzed based on MDS for three GNSS stations. Considering the first three dimensions of the connectivity map, it is seen that there is more than 87 % of the variance. Out of three dimensions, first two dimensions in the connectivity map are taken to be at least 85 % of the total variance and are explained for the ionosphere variability. Similar kind of analysis can be carried out using PCA (Meza et al. 2015) .
Their corresponding modes g kl are shown in "Fig. 4 , " and subscripts k and l stand for the month and dimension.
The modes of the first dimension g k1 illustrate the semiannual and seasonal variations, and the second dimension g k2 illustrates the annual variation at three GNSS stations. Further, the third and following dimensions are having the quantity of variances; their contributions are weaker than the first two dimensions.
These dimensions of variance explain the latitudinal dependence. Table 2 illustrates the percentage of semiannual and annual variations of g k1 and g k2 . During solar cycle 24 in 2013, equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) leads to affecting annual and semiannual.
" Figure 4 " shows the latitudinal dependence of annual, semiannual and seasonal variations, having maxima in equinox months of October and April and minima in the months of June and July during the summer, while in winter (December and July) somewhat higher values than summer and lower values at equinox months for the three GNSS stations. We observe that the first mode coefficient had maxima at 0.46 and minima at −0.3 for KLU-Guntur and 0.39 and −0.4 for Hyderabad during April and June months. But Bangalore station shows a diminutive dissimilarity with other two stations and having maxima at 0.36 and minima at −0.4 during April and July months, respectively. Second dimension g k2 represents the annual variations, and the amplitudes decreases with increasing latitude. Similar findings observed in SVD for winter anomaly are also observed in MDS. Further, we observed opposite latitudinal asymmetry among annual and semiannual variations for three GNSS stations. Zhao et al. (2008) and Natali and Meza (2011) also reported the similar findings for high solar activity year. The results in Table 2 and " Fig. 4 " clearly represent hour-to-hour ionospheric variability. In addition, hourto-hour connectivity maps are shown in " Fig. 5 . " Each dot represents the local time at a certain instant. Axis-1 and axis-2 represent coordinates of these dots, which are determined by W 1 f i1 and W 2 f i2 , respectively. Their corresponding modes g k1 and g k2 represent the semiannual and annual variations. Axis-1 coordinates indicate the amplitudes of the semiannual components, and similarly axis-2 coordinates indicate the amplitudes of the annual components. As the ionospheric condition is local time dependent, some ordered connections are obtained from the dots of the connectivity map. These dots are divided into four groups based on coordinates and the local time. Each group corresponds to a time interval of a day. The ionospheric features of these groups are TEC maxima, minima, TEC enhancement and depletions. The first group corresponds to the TEC maximum period, which is at noon hours. These are represented on the right side part of the axis-1, which are mainly of high TEC values in a day. The second group corresponds to the TEC minimum period, which is around midnight hours. These are represented on the left side part of axis 1, which are of low TEC values in a day. Their positive and negative coordinates of axis-1 refer to annual variation of summer maximum and minimum types, respectively. The middle area around zero is represented by remaining two groups, which shows the features of TEC The connectivity between the two units among the three GNSS stations shows some latitudinal dependencies and is observed in " Fig. 5 " at three GNSS stations. As mentioned above, the connectivity map can be characterized into four periods representing the midnight, sunrise, noon and sunset with respect to LT. During midnight and noon hours, the connectivity is high because the conditions of the ionosphere are changing due to the dynamic equilibrium between photochemical production and loss processes (Qian et al. 2008; Hunsucker and Hargreaves 2002) . Whereas during midnight hours the diurnal connectivity patterns differ for Bangalore GNSS station when compared with that of other two GNSS stations, during sunrise and sunset hours the connectivity is low and the condition is unstable due to rapid enhancements in electron densities occurring in the ionosphere. During sunrise hours, we observed that the diurnal connectivity patterns for KLU-Guntur and Hyderabad are appeared to be approximately the same, whereas with Bangalore station the dissimilarity mainly occurs near midnight when compared with that of other two stations. This rapid change in the ionosphere is mainly due to solar ionizing irradiation, solar heating, wind and electric currents showing uncertainty in hour-to-hour connectivity for the three GNSS stations.
Conclusions
SVD and MDS methods have been implemented to characterize the ionospheric variability using the GPS-TEC data with different latitudes. The variations in daily-averaged GPS-TEC are represented based on the first three modes. It is observed that there is high degree of accuracy and linear correlation between GPS-TEC data and IRI models. The singular values of U and V represent the diurnal and long-term variations (seasonal, yearly and solar variations). Hour-hour ionospheric variability can be explained by the classical MDS. The variability at sunrise, sunset, noon and midnight hours at three GNSS stations is clearly shown. The outcome of the present analysis would be useful for perceptive and precision of diminutive time forecasting of the ionosphere.
